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Jenkins, Georgina’s Fire Chief, during his 
EOC update to the virtual Town Council on 
June 24.

“Opening our beaches would create 
challenges and concerns such as vehicle 
traffic, overcrowding, physical distancing. It 
would be difficult to mitigate. What seems to 

Town won’t reopen beaches on Canada Day

The Town of Georgina was forced to tackle 
a workplace outbreak last week, as two of its 
Civic Centre employees tested positive for 
COVID-19.

According to York Region Public Health, 
the two employees experienced symptoms on 
June 10 and 13, respectively. And, received 
positive test results on June 19 and 20.

Public health said the infections likely 
occurred in the workplace.

However, all of the employees’ workplace 
contacts have been identified and tested, and 
results are negative.

Both employees, neither of whom worked 
directly with the public, are currently at 
home, after been advised to self-isolate for 
14 days.

The Civic Centre, which has been closed to 
the public since March, was vacated by staff 
on June 19 to allow for a deep cleaning and 
disinfection process, which was completed 
by a third party.

The disinfection process included cleaning 
all offices, touch-points, door handles, desks 
and keyboards.

Staff were permitted back in the building 
on June 22.

According to the Town, additional 
protective and disinfecting procedures have 

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

WILLOW BEACH REMAINS CLOSED

By MIKE ANDERSON

Two Town of Georgina employees test positive for COVID-19
By MIKE ANDERSON

Despite reopening some pubic amenities 
under Stage 2, the Town of Georgina will not 
reopen its waterfront parks and beaches on 
Canada Day. “The Emergency Operations 
Center (EOC) has decided that we will not 
be reopening our waterfront parks or our 
beaches prior to Canada Day,” said Ron 
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EMPLOYEES CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

also been adopted by staff.
“At every step through this 

process, the Town has taken 
the health and safety of staff 
members seriously. The Town 
continues its work of ensuring a 
safe workplace through physical 
distancing and the use of masks, 
and increased cleaning protocols 
in the building,” said David 
Reddon, the Town’s Chief 
Administrative Officer (CAO), in 
a statement emailed to The Post.

“From the beginning, we 
have reinforced the message of 
frequent hand washing, using 
an alcohol-based hand sanitizer, 
staying home if you do not 
feel well and limiting social 
gatherings based on direction 
from the province.”

Meanwhile, public health 
confirms that there were no 
workplace or customer close 
contacts, after an employee 
tested positive last week at the 
Keswick Walmart Superstore, 
forcing a temporary closure for 
deep cleaning and sanitization.    

Concerns were raised when it 
was reported that the employee 
was tested on June 12, but 
worked a shift on June 15. 

Public health guidelines state 
that symptomatic individuals, 
or close contacts of COVID-19 
cases, should self-isolate while 
waiting for test results.

According to the York 
COVID-19 dashboard, the Town 

of Georgina has 11 active cases 
of COVID-19 — up from eight 
active cases reported on June 1.

The municipality has one 
active institutional outbreak at 
River Glen Haven Nursing Home 
in Sutton, which has resulted 
in 90 resident and 37 staff 
infections, and 36 deaths.

To date, there have been 151 
confirmed cases in Georgina with 
105 cases resolved or recovered.

CIVIC CENTRE SANITIZED ON JUNE 19

CLOSED TO PUBLIC SINCE MARCH



Speak to our knowledgeable and  
certified staff about our extensive  

selection of food, treats and supplies

905-722-7600 
20887 Dalton Road  

Sutton

905-989-2503
24018 Woodbine Avenue 

Keswick

TWO GREAT LOCATIONS SERVING ALL OF GEORGINA
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Honourable Premier:
I am writing to you today 

regarding an issue that is of great 
importance to our community —
the operation of Long Term Care 
Homes.

Our community has suffered 
the loss of 35 residents of a 
LTC home and the family and 
friends of those loved ones and 
our community as a whole, 
are looking for answers and 
solutions.

On May 19th Dr. Merrilee 
Fullerton, Minister of Long-
Term Care, announced that the 
Province would be launching an 
“independent commission into 
Ontario’s long-term care system 
beginning in September.”

Our understanding is that over 
the next few months, details will 
be finalized on the commission’s 
terms of reference, membership 
and leadership of the commission 
and reporting timelines.

The Town of Georgina supports 
this review and respectfully 
requests that it be a full, in-depth 
analysis covering all aspects of 
care, in both government and 
privately operated LTC facilities. 

The review should include 
protection of both the residents, 
staff and the rights of the families 
with loved ones in a Long-Term 
Care home.

We would ask that family 
members be involved in a 
meaningful way in the review 

Mayor’s letter to Doug Ford
and that the commission operates 
in a fashion that allows all areas 
of the Province to participate. We 
would also ask that the review 
be expedited in order to provide 
answers and solutions quickly.

Protecting our seniors is an 
obligation that we all share; they 
are often the most vulnerable and 
during this pandemic, have too 
often lost their lives.

We look forward to the release 
of the details of the commission 
later this summer/fall, and we 
will make further comments at 
that time. 

We hope that this review will 
provide the answers that we are 
all seeking and the solutions 
that are required to bring real 
change to Long Term Care in the 
Province of Ontario; our seniors 
deserve no less.

Respectfully,
Margaret Quirk

Mayor, Town of Georgina

Editors note:
When Mayor Quirk presented 

this letter to Council on June 
24, there were 35 deaths due to 
COVID-19 at the River Glen 
Haven Nursing Home in Sutton. 
The 36th death was reported by 
public health at 5 p.m. on June 
24.   
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TENNYSON TIDBITS 

Congratulations to MTO em-
ployee Samantha Sarasin 
(Osborne) who will be heading 
to Columbus, Ohio in August 
for the North American In-
spectors' Championship 
(NAIC) representing Ontario. 
Samantha competed this 
month at the Provincial In-
spectors’ Competition and 
finished first earning her a spot 
at the North American compe-
tition. Samantha will be the 
second female officer in On-
tario's 25 year history heading 
to NAIC with the last one oc-
curring 17 years ago. Good 
luck, Sam!  

As of Friday, July 20, Geor-
gina’s ban on all outdoor and 
open burning fires has been 
lifted. Also, as per a Town by-
law, the use of municipal wa-
ter for watering lawns or gar-
dens, washing vehicles or fill-
ing swimming pools is only 
permitted between the hours of 
6:00 a.m. to 10 a.m. and 6 p.m. 
to 10 p.m. between May 15 
and September 30 of each 
year. An even numbered ad-
dress may use water out-
doors only on even numbered 
days of the month and an odd 
numbered address may use 
water outdoors only on odd 
numbered days.

There has been concern over 
the increasing number of cats 
that have gone missing and 
Shirley Jakonen in Pefferlaw 
believes coyotes may be re-
sponsible. She is urging cat 
owners to keep their pets in-
doors, especially in the early 
morning and evening.  
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be happening is when something 
reopens, it’s not that it becomes 
busy. It becomes extremely 
busy.”

While Chief Jenkins did not 
rule out an eventual reopening, 
he said that a delay would allow 
Town staff to “further develop 
and strengthen our plan around 
waterfront parks to allow them to 
be a safe and welcoming place for 
our residents and visitors. Once 
we’re ready to reopen safely.”

The Town’s reversal on 
reopening follows a backlash 
from residents, who bombarded 
the Mayor, councillors and the 
EOC, with Facebook messages 
and emails opposing the Town’s 
earlier plan to reopen its larger 
waterfront parks and beaches — 
Willow Beach, De La Salle and 
Holmes Point — to the public on 
July 1.

The reversal may have also 
been, in part, influenced by the 
recent move by the Town of 
South Bruce Peninsula to close 
Sauble Beach, after thousands 
of beach-goers, mostly day-
trippers from the GTA, refused 
to maintain physical distancing 
and other restrictions over two 
weekends, overwhelming the 
Town’s bylaw officers and OPP.

“I have spoken to the Mayor 
of South Bruce Peninsula,” said 
Mayor Margaret Quirk. “She said 
they had very large crowds and 
have made the decision to close 
the beaches again. She doesn’t 
know when they will reopen.”

“Reopening brings a new set 
of challenges. We’re still in a 
pandemic. We still have to be 
concerned about the health and 
safety of our residents and our 
staff,” Mayor Quirk added.

“This may be the summer that 
you don’t get to sit and lay on the 
beach at De La Salle. Even if we 
reopen our beaches, it may be 
for access to the water only, not 
to spread your blanket and have 
your picnic, put your tent up, 
have your kids play in the sand.”

Regional Councillor Rob 

BEACHES CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

Grossi pushed to have the EOC 
consider resident-only parking at 
larger beaches, like De La Salle.

But CAO Dave Reddon said 
the Town does not have the 
authority under the Municipal 
Act to make parking resident-
only at waterfront parks.

According to the Town’s 
solicitor, the municipality could 
face a Charter challenge from 
visitors who are denied parking.

Chief Jenkins also said that 
resident-only parking might also 
raise serious issues, including a 
heightened risk for staff facing 
irate visitors who aren’t allowed 
to park.

“Individuals at the gate would 
be confronted. People are driving 
an hour and a half to come up to 
Georgina. They’re not turning 
around and going home.”

However, Chief Jenkins did 
offer a compromise, indicating 
that some parking at waterfront 
parks could be allocated to 
residents-only.

“We are seriously looking at a 
portion of our parking lots being 
resident permit-only parking, 
that will help reduce the number 
of visitors going to the beach,” he 
said.

“So that we can have some 
comfort that we’re maintaining 
social distancing, as well as 
allowing for the sanitization of 
the washrooms there.”

But he remained adamant that 
the beaches should remain closed 
until the Town could figure out 
how to control public access 
safely.

“We are going to continue 
to evaluate and re-evaluate the 
situation as far as the pandemic 
itself, as well as the experience 
of what other beaches are having 
and the problems and challenges 
they have. And until we reach a 
point that we feel comfortable 
where we can safely open and 
control what I refer to as the 
uncontrollable, that’s the number 
of people; we will not reopen.”
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Animal Shelter & Adoption  
Centre adapt during COVID-19

The Georgina Animal Shelter 
and Adoption Centre is closed to 
the public due to COVID-19, but 
staff are still working to make 
sure lost animals are returned to 
their owners, or strays find their 
forever homes.

The shelter has come up with 
new ways to complete adoptions 
by posting the animals online 
so that potential adopters can 
see pictures and videos of the 
animals. They can complete their 
adoption forms online and pay 
the adoption fees over the phone, 
Anne Winstanley, the Town’s 
Communications Supervisor, 
said in an email.

“For cats, these changes mean 
the animals will likely meet their 
adopters for the first time in 
their new home. Dogs are more 
complex, and an in-person meet 
is often more critical. Proper 
precautions are taken, and PPE 
is worn when any in-person 
meetings take place that cannot 
accommodate social distancing,” 
she said.

Found animals are posted to 
the shelter’s Facebook page to 
try and reunite them with their 
owners. Animals that were in 
the shelter’s care before the 
pandemic have been placed into 
adoptive homes, foster homes or 
transferred to other organizations 
for foster placements. 

No animals in the care of 
the animal shelter have been 
euthanized due to the COVID-19 
pandemic, or the changes in the 
facility, Ms. Winstanley said.

The center has implemented 
safety procedures to keep staff 
and residents protected against 
COVID-19. Anything the staff 
can do remotely is done by phone 
or email, but there are instances 
that distancing is not possible. 

Animal claims and adoptions 
will be by appointment only and 
must be arranged beforehand by 
phone or email. 

Curbside pickup, with 
enclosures outside the shelter, 
will be used to return pets to their 
owners, and staff have access to 
disinfectants and PPE, which 
will be used when distancing is 
impossible. 

Staff are also screened daily 
before the start of their shift, Ms. 
Winstanley said.

During this time, the shelter 
is not accepting any material 
donations, but monetary 
donations can be made over the 
phone. 

The shelter is not bringing in 
stray animals. Still, you can call 
the shelter if you find a stray 
dog. But the shelter will not 
accept animals for surrender, 
but rather provide support and 

By  MICHELLE POIRIER

ADOPT SIMBA ONLINE

CONTINUED ON PAGE 12
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Curbside pickup popular at 
GPL branches
By MICHELLE POIRIER

SUTTON BRANCH

All Georgina Public Library 
branches started curbside pickup 
programs during the second 
week of June, and residents are 
loving it.

“I’m extremely glad they’re 
offering this,” said Laura Fenton, 
who picks up her holds at the 
Keswick branch on Fridays.

“My kids are already reading, 
and my dad has old Sports 
Illustrated issues to keep him 
happy. The entire process was 
straightforward and easy from 
beginning to end.”

Joan Garnett, a Sutton resident, 
said the program was awesome, 
the Sutton branch was very well 
organized, and the staff were 
friendly.

Georgina Public Library has 
offered multiple online services 
since it shut its doors due to 
COVID-19. Still, for residents 
with no internet, slow internet 
speeds or who just prefer a 
physical book, the curbside 
pickup program is a great 
addition.

“We have received many 
positive responses from residents 
on social media, through email 
and over the phone; many 
Georgina residents are excited to 

start re-accessing physical library 
materials,” Val Stevens, Director 
of Library Services and CEO, 
said in an email to The Post. 

“Reading on a screen is 
preferred by some and tolerated 
by many, but there are a 
significant number of people 
who have a strong preference for 
reading a physical book.”

Although some people prefer 
physical items, Georgina Public 
Library has seen an increased in 
the use of their online services 
during the pandemic.

“We saw soaring numbers 
for online cards, with more 
people registering for online 
cards in April than in all of 2019 
combined,” she said.

According to Ms. Stevens, the 
use of online resources was up by 
more than 50 per cent compared 
to the same time last year.

Library staff have been doing 
what they can to help residents 
during the pandemic, including 
online monthly book clubs, 
reaching out by phone to patrons 
that relied on the library as their 
only social outing, extending 
expiration dates for a library card 
and halting library fines.

The staff chose not to rush the 
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LIBRARY MATERIAL RETURNS

process when it was announced 
libraries could start curbside 
services. They spent six weeks 
planning the opening of curbside 
pickup, developing policies, 
safety measures, creating the 
schedule, all while continuing 
to run their online services, Ms. 
Stevens said.

The library branches now 
have safety measures in place to 
protect staff and residents from 
getting COVID-19.

Along with wearing personal 
protective equipment (PPE) and 
regularly washing their hands, 
the staff will keep physical 
distance from each other and 
residents.

They have also implemented 
an increased sanitizing routine, 
given timeslots for curbside 
pickup to ensure minimal 
numbers of residents waiting, 
and added physical distancing 
indicators.

Borrowed items are placed in 

dropboxes, and staff wear gloves 
to transfer returned items to a 
holding area where the items will 
be isolated for 72 hours.

The program is available one 
day per week for each branch and 
alternating Saturdays.

Hours for weekdays are from 
10 a.m. to 4 p.m.; Wednesdays for 
the Pefferlaw Branch, Thursdays 
for the Sutton Branch, Fridays 
for the Keswick Branch.

Curbside pickup on Saturdays, 
from 12 p.m. to 4 p.m., alternates 
between branches: Keswick and 
Pefferlaw on June 27, Sutton 
on July 4, and Keswick and 
Pefferlaw on July 11.

Ms. Stevens said they 
would assess public demand 
for curbside pickup and staff 
capacity to determine if they can 
expand the service.

To place a hold on an item, 
you can call your branch or visit 
www.georginalibrary.ca
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Georgina Roller Derby League 
gives back to the community 
By MICHELLE POIRIER

Georgina Roller Derby 
League may be on hiatus due 
to COVID-19, but that’s not 
keeping its members from lacing 
up their skates for a good cause.

Michelle Vacca, a.k.a. 
Veronica disLodge #26, the 
founder and president of 
Georgina Roller Derby League, 
and her teammates are taking 
this time to come up with ways 
to keep skating while giving back 
to the community through their 
#WheelsInMotion initiatives.

On June 10, the team 
participated in Pass the 
Panty: Roller Skate Relay to 
raise donations for Georgina 
Community Food Pantry.

While a traditional relay 
would involve passing a baton, 
or in this case panties, to keep 

it non-contact, the seven skaters 
involved skated their individual 
sections from South Drive along 
Lake Drive East and would 
maintain physical distance at 
their meeting points.

The relay ended at East 
Gwillimbury Park and raised 
$500 and several boxes of food 
for the Food Pantry.

“It was tricky to come up with 
things that we can do with skaters 
because, with roller derby, we’re 
always in pack formations and 
skating close together,” Ms. 
Vacca said.

With a successful relay behind 
them, the team is now planning 
to take part in an online auction 
to raise money for the Georgina 
Pop-Up Breakfast Club, which 
ends on Sunday, June 28, at 7 p.m.

Top Wood•Shield Best!

Sutton Home Hardware
20938 Dalton Road
Under The Water Tower

Before you stain there are two simple secrets to a
long-lasting fi nish – QUALITY STAIN and PREP WORK. 

Together they create a beautiful long lasting fi nish, without 
prep the odds are high you will be redoing your 

project again next year.

JEN METZNER & MICHELLE VACCA

“Our mindset is even if we 
could do a little, you know, 
together, we could accomplish a 
lot,” she said.

The first event for 
#WheelsInMotion was a skate to 
the Ramada in Jackson’s Point, 
where staff from River Glen 
Haven have been staying during 
the COVID-19 outbreak.

The league provided 
entertainment and gave the staff 
25 boxes of treats from Yummy 
Mummy’s Kitchen. They also 
skated over to River Glen Haven 
and delivered trays of treats 
there.

Although the league is now 
focused on supporting the 
community, according to Ms. 
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Vacca, there are still plans for a 
fall startup of some kind.

While they may not be able to 
play the sport, they hope to adapt 
their Learn to Skate Program and 
teach others to roller skate while 
maintaining physical distance.

Georgina Ice Palace may be 
closed, but Georgina has plenty 
of outdoor spaces to use, Ms. 
Vacca said.

Roller derby has been making 
a resurgence, and Ms. Vacca 
said that’s due to the supportive 
community it provides, and 
nostalgia for the 70s, the sport’s 
heyday.

Roller derby is also a female-
oriented sport that allows 
participants to take on a different 
persona through their derby 
name. And, according to Vacca, 
any body type or age can adapt 
and use what they have to their 
advantage in the sport.

“The thought that women 
can be strong and take up space 

and interfere with space. That’s 
the whole play of roller derby, 
blocking and opening up spaces 
to get through. And so that 
whole idea of occupying space 
for women really makes a stand. 
Like I’m here, I’m strong, it’s 
very empowering,” Ms. Vacca 
said.

But, while she admits that 
roller derby does not allow 
for much physical distancing, 
that’s not keeping the women of 
Georgina Roller Derby League 
from coming up with new ways 
to enjoy their sport.

“You just sort of have to think 
out of the box. Actually, you 
have to think like there is no box. 
That’s how I like to think: there’s 
no box, as long as we keep within 
the province’s guidelines, we’re 
going to get out there; nothing’s 
going to stop us from putting our 
skates on,” she said.
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New Skilled Trades Institute 
to be located at Willow Beach

On June 24, Georgina Trades 
Training Inc. (GTTI) got the 
green light from the Town 
to proceed with its proposal 
to establish a Skilled Trades 
Institute at Willow Beach.

The institute will provide 
tuition-free training for up to 200 
students a year to build modular 
bungalows, with classes starting 
in January 2021. 

In a 6-1 recorded vote, Town 
Council approved $2.6 million in 
funding for the project’s capital 
costs. The monies will be raised 
through an Infrastructure Ontario 
debenture, instead of through the 
tax levy. And, the Town will be 
reimbursed through a 15-year 
lease agreement. 

“We are very excited to be 
moving ahead. Today’s funding 
commitment is a real high water 
mark in GTTI’s 14-year history,” 
John De Faveri, Board Chair of 
GTTI, said.

“Our new Skilled Trades 
Institute will be focused on 
trades training that will result 
in helping people improve their 
lives through solid employment. 

The skilled trades are finally 
becoming a serious consideration 
as a career path for secondary 
school graduates and as well as 
recent graduates looking to pivot 
to where the action is.” 

According to Bil Trainor, 
Vice-Chair of GTTI, the institute 
will provide much needed skilled 
workers for the home building 
industry, which is experiencing 
severe labour shortages.

“We’re bringing desperately 
needed apprentices into the 
trades. After six months of 
courses, they can decide whether 
they will go on to other levels of 
apprenticeship, possibly to full 
journeyman apprenticeship, or 
they are job-ready.”

The Skilled Trades Institute 
will be located at 1614 Metro 

Rd. on three-acres of land leased 
from the Town of Georgina, 
which purchased the property, 
the former Sedore/Reed Farm, in 
2011/12 for $3.2 million.

Mr. Trainor said the new site, 
adjacent to Clearwater Farm, is 
needed because GTTI’s existing 
location at 5207 Baseline Rd. 
in Sutton can’t accommodate 
modular home construction, and 
the necessary flatbed trucks to 
transport the homes.

The institute will feature two 
large Quonset-type buildings 
that will allow up to 20 modular 
bungalows to be built inside, 
protected from the elements, 
each year.

According to Mr. Trainor, it 
will not compete directly with 
commercial home builders.

“We don’t consider ourselves 
to be in the housing business; 
we’re in the teaching business,” 
he said.

“So all we need to do is build 
as many as is needed to sustain 
the institute. We’re a non-profit, 
and we will remain so.”

The modular bungalows, 
averaging 1100 sq. ft, will be 
built primarily as affordable 
housing units for low-income 
families, and, mainly due to 
student labour, will be priced 
under similar market homes, Mr. 
Trainor said.

“Affordable housing is is a 
serious issue in North America 
and every Mayor wants to do 
affordable housing. They just 
can’t get the partnership together. 
And so there’s no reason why 
we can’t build a quantity every 
year. The quantity will obviously 
be able to be priced under the 
market because we have a very 
low cost to produce it.”

GTTI hopes to develop 
partnerships with Habitat for 
Humanity, York Region, and 
the Town of Georgina to ensure 
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building lots are available, and 
homes are allocated to those in 
need.

“I don’t think the GTTI is in 
the business of deciding who gets 
the benefit of a very reasonably 
priced bungalow, but there are 
certainly other agencies who are 
well equipped to do that,” he 
said.

While the proposal 
requires $2.6 million from the 
municipality, Mr. Trainor said 
the province has also committed 
funding, although it is yet to be 

announced. 
According to Mr. Trainor, 

the public investment will 
have a multiplier effect, with 
the campus injecting nearly $2 
million annually into the local 
economy, including the purchase 
of $6 million of building supplies, 
mainly from local suppliers over 
the first five years.

The campus will also employ 
19 faculty and staff, contributing 
$1.5 million in wages per year.
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recommendations,” said Ms. 
Winstanley.

The Centers for Disease 
Control website states there is 
no evidence that animals play 
a significant role in spreading 
the virus. Still, they do suggest 
keeping your pets indoors or 
distanced from others and if 
you are sick to avoid getting too 
close, and have a family member 
watch your pet. It is also critical 
to have a plan in place for your 
pet should you get sick and need 
to be hospitalized. 

Ms. Winstanley recommends 
you identify a family member 
or friend who can care for pets 
if someone in the household 
becomes ill; have crates, food 
and extra supplies on hand, keep 
all animal vaccines up to date 
and proof of vaccination, ensure 
all medications are documented 
with dosages and administering 
directions, and all pets should 
have an ID tag and microchip.

It’s often been said that 
unprecedented times call for 
unprecedented solutions.

So when the Jackson’s Point 
BIA regrettably had to cancel 
its immensely popular Painted 
Perch Festival, Steve Jacobson, 
chair of the BIA, proposed 
showing gratitude to Georgina’s 
frontline and essential workers 
through art.

The BIA is giving away 
60 unpainted fish cut-outs, or 
blanks, to children and adults, 
saying to decorate them in any 
way they want. All creations will 
be put on display at different 
locations in Georgina to pay 
tribute to those who take care of 
us, risking their own wellbeing.

The Painted Perch Festival 
was born nine years ago to 
celebrate the history of fishing on 
Lake Simcoe and to celebrate the 

arts. Every August, 
it attracted about 
800 participants, 
including tourists 
from the United States.

Mr. Jacobson estimates that 
last year about 30 per cent of 
participants were from out of 
town. He admits that cancelling 
this year’s event was difficult.

“It’s nine months of hard work 
for the BIA volunteers to make 
it a successful day, but it’s not 
wasted. We are planning a big 
celebration for 2021 with some 
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Paint a Perch of Thanks

new attractions which I will not 
reveal yet,” he said.

No doubt, it will be a huge 
success! Meanwhile, why not 
start showing gratitude and 
appreciation to all the frontline 
workers right here, right now? 
Ready? Set? Paint a Perch!! For 
details, visit Facebook: PAPOT – 
Paint a Perch of Thanks.
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